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Anatomical and behavioral studies, and in vivo and slice electrophysiology of the
hippocampus suggest specific functions of the dentate gyrus (DG) and the CA3
subregions, but the underlying activity dynamics and repeatability of information
processing remains poorly understood. To approach this problem, we engineered
separate living networks of the DG and CA3 neurons that develop connections through
51 tunnels for axonal communication. Growing these networks on top of an electrode
array enabled us to determine whether the subregion dynamics were separable and
repeatable. We found spontaneous development of polarized propagation of 80% of the
activity in the native direction from DG to CA3 and different spike and burst dynamics
for these subregions. Spatial-temporal differences emerged when the relationships of
target CA3 activity were categorized with to the number and timing of inputs from the
apposing network. Compared to times of CA3 activity when there was no recorded
tunnel input, DG input led to CA3 activity bursts that were 7× more frequent, increased
in amplitude and extended in temporal envelope. Logistic regression indicated that
a high number of tunnel inputs predict CA3 activity with 90% sensitivity and 70%
specificity. Compared to no tunnel input, patterns of >80% tunnel inputs from DG
specified different patterns of first-to-fire neurons in the CA3 target well. Clustering
dendrograms revealed repeating motifs of three or more patterns at up to 17 sites in
CA3 that were importantly associated with specific spatial-temporal patterns of tunnel
activity. The number of these motifs recorded in 3 min was significantly higher than
shuffled spike activity and not seen above chance in control networks in which CA3
was apposed to CA3 or DG to DG. Together, these results demonstrate spontaneous
input-dependent repeatable coding of distributed activity in CA3 networks driven by
engineered inputs from DG networks. These functional configurations at measured
times of activation (motifs) emerge from anatomically accurate feed-forward connections
from DG through tunnels to CA3.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the hippocampus is critically important to cognitive
memory formation, a long history of research has elucidated
detailed information ranging from the molecular and cellular
to the systems and behavioral levels. However, much remains
to be learned in between the macro and single cell levels, more
specifically as to how subregions of the hippocampus encode
the information thought to propagate along the trisynaptic
circuit from entorhinal cortex (EC) to dentate gyrus (DG)
to areas CA3 and CA1. While microelectrodes and arrays
have been used to monitor activity in behaving animals
and in brain slices, with attendant advantages and problems,
there remains a need for models more uniquely enabling the
manipulation and monitoring of the connectivity between the
subregions.
To that end, we have developed a microfabrication (Micro-
Electro-Mechanical Systems or MEMS) technology in which
subregions of live hippocampal neurons are cultured in separate
compartments that appropriately connect by axons traversing
microtunnels (Figure 1) after Taylor et al. (2003), Claverol-
Tinturé et al. (2007) and Wang et al. (2012). We have
previously shown that this technology supports hippocampal
subregion-specific growth in separate compartments of tissue
from pairs of the DG, CA3 and CA1 regions, with the
emergence of appropriate functional feed-forward axonal
connections (Brewer et al., 2013). The model was validated
by showing that in vivo molecular markers are appropriately
and differentially expressed in the three tissue subregions after
dissection, isolation, and regrowth in culture. Further, the
model was shown to exhibit elementary ‘‘self-wiring’’, namely
an appropriate directional communication preference with more
axons propagating spikes from DG to CA3 than in reverse,
consistent with understanding of propagation of information
from DG to CA3 in vivo. The system also exhibits modulation
of firing and burst rates as a function of the number of
axon tunnel connections of similarly cultured cortical networks
(Pan et al., 2015). Our results showed that as in vivo, the in
vitro DG-CA3 circuit is preferentially feed-forward, with more
inhibitory neuron involvement in DG and astroglial control
in CA3, thus fitting classic models of neural and information
processing.
Thus, these results provided encouragement for further
exploration of the suitability of this experimental system as a
model for brain and in particular hippocampal functioning.
We do this by determining whether the spatial and temporal
dynamics of spontaneous activity is modulated at each step of
hippocampal processing, i.e., separable and repeatable. More
specifically we report here the investigation of how, in this
model, the anatomical and functional target of inputs in the
CA3 subregion is impacted by its appropriate input from DG.
Straightforwardly, we expect that DG input should participate
in eliciting responses in CA3. At a more detailed level are
the many follow-on questions: is bursting in CA3 spatially
or temporally different when stimulated by DG than when
spontaneously generated? Are there differences in burst intensity
and duration when driven by DG and do all bursts begin at
the same locations (as modulated by ‘‘leader neurons’’)? The
answers are helpful in understanding the validity of our in vitro
hippocampal model as well as for expanding our understanding
of how these essential brain subregions encode information.
As in vivo, hippocampal and cortical neurons in vitro develop
into networks with prominent bursting activity (Maeda et al.,
1995, 1998; van Pelt et al., 2004; Wagenaar et al., 2006). In
homogenous networks, leader neurons or ignition sites can be
identified whose spontaneous activity often initiates a burst
of spikes that propagate through the network comprising a
network burst (Eytan and Marom, 2006; Ham et al., 2008).
Temporal sequences in rat cortical cultured networks were
first demonstrated by cross correlation and sorted into spatial
groups with specifically ordered firing or motifs (Segev et al.,
2004; Volman et al., 2005). A motif is a structural assembly
of neurons in a network, a subset of which is functional at
particular times (Sporns and Kötter, 2004; Poli et al., 2015).
Thus, a repeating motif could be observed as a repeated temporal
pattern of activity in one or more neurons, or a spatial pattern
of activity repeated in time. Early examples include Ikegaya
et al. (2004) synfire chains in mouse slices and Rolston et al.
(2007) dissociated rat cortical culture. These motifs can also
be detected by synching to the time and location of the first
burst after a quiescent period (Stegenga et al., 2008) to make
temporal predictions of the spreading pattern of activity in
cortical networks (Eckmann et al., 2008). Here we examine
the origins of the bursting activity in a 2-compartment device
containing a network of DG neurons separated by 400 µm
tunnel pathways before reaching CA3 neurons (Figure 1). Our
tunnel device allows access to the inputs that elicit the bursts
in the target well. The tunnels are similar to those of Taylor
and Jeon (2011), but the device was placed over a 60 electrode
array to be able to monitor the neuronal activity. This type of
system was used by Bisio et al. (2014) to follow the development
of bursting activity over several weeks and transmission from
one compartment to another. A two-compartment device for
separate brain regions was first reported by Kanagasabapathi
et al. (2013) to show bi-directional communication between
thalamic and cortical networks, with bursts primarily initiated in
the cortical side. Here we not only report spontaneous repeated
spatial patterns but show how they are dependent on the quantity
and timing of the inputs from the network in the opposing
chamber.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Neuronal Network Culture
Harvesting and dissection of individual hippocampal subregions
is described in more detail here (Brewer et al., 2013). Briefly,
hippocampal sub-regions were isolated from postnatal day 3 rats
to obtain the neurons. The entire hippocampus was removed
intact from the overlying neocortex of each hemisphere before
further sub-region dissection. First CA1 was separated from DG-
CA3 by making cuts along the DG-CA1 boundary using DG
rostral and ventral ends as anchors. Then CA3 was separated
from DG using clearly visible boundaries under the microscope.
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FIGURE 1 | Two-chamber Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) device for reconstruction of hippocampal subregional circuits on a
multi-electrode array. (A) Subregions in a slice of rat hippocampus (dissection follows red lines). (B) 60 electrode array with two chamber MEMS device. (C)
Distribution of 22 electrodes in each chamber separated by 51 tunnels of 400 µm length aligned to the eight columns of electrodes. (D) Tunnel 3 × 10 µm
cross-section aligned over an electrode pair (black oval). (E) Phase contrast imaging of live neurons over electrode array at 3 weeks. (F) Fluorescent labeling shows
selective growth of axons from one compartment into another. (G) Sample recordings of high-pass filtered signals from one electrode in dentate gyrus (DG), tunnel
and CA3 compartment. The dashed line marks the start of activity on the tunnel electrode, about 5 ms before activity on the CA3 electrode, both after substantial
activity on the DG electrode. Note larger amplitudes for spikes in the tunnel.
Cells from each hippocampal sub-region were plated on poly-
D-lysine coated MEAs with attached PDMS micro-tunnels in
NbActiv4TM medium (Brewer et al., 2008; BrainBits, Springfield,
IL, USA). Poly-D-lysine (Sigma SLBB8061V) was dissolved
at 37◦C for 1 h in sterile water before application to the
devices at 100 µg/mL and incubation overnight at room
temperature. Well dimensions were ovoid with 1 mm height
and volume of 6.3 mm3. DG cells were plated at a density
of 1000 cells/mm2 in one well (the bottom) and CA3 cells
were plated in the other well (the top) at 330 cells/mm2 to
mimic the in vivo anatomical density ratio of 3:1 for DG-CA3
(Braitenberg, 1981). PDMS tunnels promoted growth of axons
between the sub-region cells. Each of the 51 tunnels were
400 µm long, 10 µm wide, 3 µm height, and 40 µm apart
such that they covered seven electrode pairs in the middle
of the MEA. Each well was positioned over 22 of the 59
electrodes in an 8 × 8 grid shown in Figures 1C,E (Multi
Channel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany). For demonstration of
axon transmission through the tunnels, DG neurons in one
compartment were labeled for 20 min with 2 µM Calcein-AM
(Molecular Probes, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and imaged with a
confocal microscope. Control homologous cultures of DG-DG
were plated at 1000 cells/mm2 and CA3-CA3 were plated at
330 cells/mm2. DG cells were plated first in the bottom well, and
incubated for 15–30 min before plating the target cells in the top
well. Our group reported that a 7 day delay in seeding a second
well with CORTICAL neurons achieved significant polarization
of directionality from the first to the second compartment
(Pan et al., 2011). In our work with hippocampal neurons
(Brewer et al., 2013), as here, intrinsic neuronal properties
promote the native directionality of DG to CA3 even with
nearly simultaneous plating. Incubation conditions were 37◦C,
5% CO2, 9% O2 and saturating humidity (Thermo-Forma #3432,
Columbus, OH, USA) with evaporation limited by covering
the network with a Teflon film (ALA Scientific, Farmingdale,
NY, USA). One-half of the culture medium was removed
and replaced with the same volume of fresh medium every
4–5 days.
Multi-Electrode Array and Recording
Activity from each multielectrode array MEA60 (Multichannel
Systems, Reutlingen, Germany; ALA Scientific, Farmingdale, NY,
USA) was recorded at 25 kHz sampling frequency with 1100×
amplification and a hardware filter of 1-3000 Hz. The recordings
were made at 37◦C under continuous flow of hydrated sterile
5% CO2, 9% O2 and balance N2 (Airgas custom, Santa Ana, CA,
USA) over a Teflon film cover (ALA Scientific). Three minutes of
spontaneous activity was recorded using Multichannel System’s
MCRack software and analyzed offline using custom Matlab
scripts.
Spike Activity Analysis
Spikes/Burst Detection and Dynamics
The digitized signal from each electrode was first filtered using a
300-Hz high-pass filter followed by spike detection. Spikes were
identified as peak-to-peak voltages exceeding 11× the minimum
root-mean-square value of 200 ms contiguous windows
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(Spycode v3.9; Maccione et al., 2009; Bologna et al., 2010).
We imposed a 1 ms dead-time or refractory period after a
spike before another could be detected. As before Brewer et al.
(2013), bursts were defined as four or more spikes with an
interspike interval (ISI) of 1–50 ms, on a per electrode basis,
not summed over multiple electrodes. Distributions of spike
and burst dynamics for each array and their combinations
were accumulated using either codeResource (courtesy of
Stathis Leondopulos, Princeton, NJ, USA) for log-normal
distributions or plfit for log-log (power law) distributions
from Clauset et al. (2009)1. Fitting statistics were determined
for each array as the best linear fit on a log-log scale (largest
L, Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic using Clauset’s program).
Statistics include alpha as the best linear slope and x min,
the start of the fit. To determine whether two regions were
characterized by different model slope fits of the linear region
of the distribution, each paired DG and CA3 from n = 5
data sets were then compared by compartment using a two-
tailed, paired t-test of slopes (alpha) with criterion set to
p< 0.05.
Direction of Spike Propagation from Delays Between
Two Tunnel Electrodes
Propagation delays between sequential spikes on the two
neighboring microelectrodes in each tunnel were used to
determine the directionality of propagation. A histogram
of delays was calculated between limits of ±280–600 µs
to identify the peak. The limits for delay are based on
the known range of axonal conduction delays (Patolsky
et al., 2006). We have termed ‘‘forward propagation’’
as the direction in which the spikes propagated from
DG to CA3 in DG-CA3 networks and the direction of
propagation for more than half of the DG-DG and CA3-CA3
networks.
Spike Train Processing to Determine Events and
Windows of Activity
For each electrode, the spike trains were smoothed with a
32 ms Gaussian kernel, and down-sampled to 1.25 kHz. These
smoothed trains were then summed across all electrodes in
a well or in the tunnels for a measure of mutual activity.
Thus, sporadic spikes make small and bursts make large
contributions to these events. We use activity or event
interchangeably to be an excursion from zero (region of no
spikes) of the smoothed, regionally summed signal, with the
event’s time window beginning with the first positive deviation
from zero and ending when the signal returned to zero (see
Supplementary Figure 1). Events were then constructed from
each temporal window and spiking within each event binned
at 5 ms for each electrode for postevent histograms in CA3.
The entire event envelope for each electrode constituted the
feature space for later motif classification by region described
below.
1http://tuvalu.santafe.edu/∼aaronc/powerlaws/
Time Relationships of DG, Tunnel and CA3 Events
Events in CA3 were detected and categorized based on tunnel
event timing as follows:
1. CA3 only (isolated with no temporal overlap of the activity
window, within 32 ms, of the windows of events in tunnels or
DG);
2. Tunnel event drives CA3, presumably from DG (the tunnel
activity window begins shortly before and continues through
the start of the CA3 activity window;
3. Tunnel driven by CA3, (CA3 activity begins before the start of
a tunnel activity window);
4. Events which started simultaneously in both CA3 and the
tunnels were fewer than 5% of total CA3 events and were
ignored.
To use the DG-DG and CA3-CA3 networks as controls, we
first determined in each cultured network which well had more
than half of all spikes and designated this well as ‘‘target’’ in
order tomaximize target events and counter-bias against a strong
driver. We then used the statistics of the events in that ‘‘target’’
well for comparison to the CA3 as the target in the DG-CA3
networks.
Leader Neurons
To determine if the target network initiated activity at certain
repeatable locations, we identified the leader neuron, or, more
properly, the leader electrode, as the electrode reporting the first
spike in a regional activity window. Leader neuron probability
was computed on a per electrode basis by dividing the number
of times an electrode reported the first spike in an event by the
total number of events. These probabilities were computed for
the different categories of events.
Logistic Regression
Tunnel count, maximum spike rate, tunnel activation order,
and presence or absence of tunnel activity were evaluated as
potential discriminatory classifiers to predict propagation of
activity from tunnels to target. A logistic regression model
was fit to the response of tunnel activity propagation to target
(success or failure) using one of the above classifiers as the
predictor (Matlab function glmfit). Probabilities of the responses
predicted from the fit (Matlab glmval) were used to plot
the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (Matlab
perfcurve).
Identifying Spatial Patterns of Target Activity
Dendrograms were used to classify target events into clusters
with matching active electrodes. Since lower tunnel activity
produced fewer target events, target events driven by six or more
active tunnels (90% of activity) were chosen for this analysis.
For N number of target events and 22 target electrodes, an
N × 22 activity matrix of zeroes and ones was created where
one denoted activity at an electrode and zero otherwise. The
hierarchical cluster tree (Matlab linkage) was obtained based on
Ward linkage using Euclidean distances between rows of the
activity matrix (plot dendrogram function). Thus, a distance of
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zero indicates identity with distance increasing with increasing
differences.
Target Activity Patterns Based on Tunnel Activity
Pattern
We determined whether the pattern of tunnel activity might be
predictive of which pattern of activity (i.e., motif) that emerged
subsequent to tunnel activiation. To accomplish this, we first
constructed an M × 8 matrix of tunnel events (M is the
number of events in 8 tunnel columns) consisting of ‘‘0’’ for no
activity, ‘‘1’’ for first-to-fire and ‘‘2’’ for second-to-fire. First-to-
fire and second-to-fire electrodes were separated by 32 ms or
more. Tunnel events were classified into clusters with similar
activation order (Matlab linkage). Leader neuron probability in
the target was computed for each tunnel cluster to determine
if tunnel activation patterns were predictive of leader neuron
identity. Also activity in the target was calculated by dividing the
number of times an electrode was active in the target network
by the total number of target events corresponding to the tunnel
cluster.
RESULTS
The goal of this study was to understand the dynamics of
spontaneous communication between two subregions of the
hippocampus by reconstructing the parts in an engineered
MEMS device over an electrode array (Figure 1). In this device,
DG neurons isolated from postnatal day 3 rats spontaneously
extend axons through the microtunnels and connect to target
CA3 neurons (Brewer et al., 2013). Spontaneous neuron activity
was sampled by 22 electrodes in each of the DG ‘‘source’’
and CA3 ‘‘target’’ well as well as in 8 of the 51 tunnels that
connect the two-compartments after 3 weeks of development.
Two-compartment devices with DG neurons in both wells,
or CA3 neurons in both wells were used as homologous
controls.
Directionality of Signal Propagation
Because we have two electrodes in seven of the tunnels,
we can compute delay times in spike propagation between
these electrodes through the tunnels. Here we analyzed all
spike pairs within 280–600 µs in paired electrodes within
each tunnel. For this 200 µm distance, this restricts axon
spike conduction velocities for 0.3–0.7 m/s. Granule cells
in DG predominantly synapse uni-directionally with the
pyramidal cells in CA3 in vivo. This axonal polarity of
DG to CA3 is maintained in the engineered DG-CA3
networks examined in this study. 84 ±7% (p < 0.01) of
the spike-pairs used for delay calculations showed forward
conduction from DG to CA3 with a mean conduction
velocity of 0.51 ± 0.13 m/s (SD, n = 36015 spike-pairs),
confirming our earlier measure of 0.54 m/s for only isolated
spikes outside of bursts (Brewer et al., 2013), despite nearly
simultaneous plating times and demonstrating that a 1 week
plating delay for cortical neurons (Pan et al., 2011) was
not essential to achieve directionality of these hippocampal
neurons. In contrast, the control networks DG-DG and
CA3-CA3 with one compartment selected as ‘‘target’’
showed nearly equal distribution of delays indicating no
preferred direction of spike propagation. Mean forward
conduction velocity in DG-DG was 0.48 ± 0.13 m/s
(n = 8642 spike-pairs) and in CA3-CA3 networks was
0.48 ± 0.11 m/s (n = 3291 spike-pairs), suggesting similar
axon diameters in the same 10 × 3 µm cross-section tunnels
and less efficiency of connection compared to the native
DG-CA3.
Spike and Burst Dynamics
In our previous report on these same DG-CA3 networks (Brewer
et al., 2013), we found 64% of DG subnetwork spikes occurring
in bursts and only 45% of CA3 subnetwork spikes in bursts
(p < 0.01). For burst duration and intraburst spike rates in DG
and CA3, we had assumed Gaussian distributions, ignoring the
long tails of events. Figure 2 here shows five aspects of spike
and burst dynamics that are non-Gaussian with long tails, either
symmetric log-normal or linear log-log distributions (Clauset
et al., 2009; Buzsáki and Mizuseki, 2014). Figure 2A shows a
higher average channel spike rate in DG (11.5 Hz) compared
to CA3 (6.6 Hz), excluding channels with rates lower than 0.01
Hz, but the distribution was not Gaussian, log-normal or log-log
probably because of the small n (not shown). Figure 2B shows
16% longer burst durations in DG (67 ms) than CA3 (58 ms)
with symmetric log-normal distributions (p = 0.026). Similarly
distributed intraburst spike rates (Figure 2C) were 10% lower
in DG (163 Hz) than CA3 (181 Hz; p = 0.014). Three other
measures of network dynamics exhibited somewhat linear log-
log distributions. We present cumulative distributions, which
have a benefit of smoothing the inevitable low sampling at the
extremes of measurement (Newman, 2005). Figure 2D shows
that ISI are well fit by a log-log distribution over three orders of
magnitude with a 14% higher slope (α) in DG (α = 1.73 ± 0.02)
than CA3 (α = 1.52 ± 0.01; p = 0.04 by paired t-test, all
intervals from n = 5 arrays). Although spikes per burst were
well fit by a log-log distribution in each array (Figure 2E),
more rounded distributions resulted from combining arrays with
different ranges and an insignificant difference in slope (DG
α = 2.68 ± 0.15, CA3 α = 2.30 ± 0.07). Similar rounding
was seen in the combined log-log distributions of interburst
intervals (Figure 2F), which were generally linear from 0.05 to
5 s and did not differ between regions (DG α = 1.90 ± 0.47,
CA3 α = 1.78 ± 0.40). Together these basic spike and burst
dynamics indicate lognormal distributions for burst duration
and intraburst spike rates. Bursts were longer with slightly
lower spike rates in DG than CA3. The log-log distributions
of ISI are not meaningfully characterized with a mean, but
the higher alpha in DG than CA3 indicates fewer short ISI,
consistent with lower intraburst spike rates (Figure 2C). Other
measures of alpha for interburst spike rate and spikes per burst
were not significantly different. Note that within any band of
spike or burst frequencies, an infinite range of precisely timed
spike patterns could transmit different information, even when
the average statistics are the same (e.g., Sandler et al., 2015). In
the following, we identify some of the specifying input and output
characteristics.
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FIGURE 2 | Spike and burst dynamics for DG-CA3 networks distribute as log-normal and log-log relationships that highlight regional differences.
(A) Larger average channel spike rate in DG than CA3 (N = 72 electrodes in DG and 59 electrodes in CA3 from five arrays). (B) Log-normal higher mean burst
duration (mean on x-axis) in DG (67 ms; solid line, n = 6817 bursts) than CA3 (58 ms; dashed line, n = 3386). (C) Lower mean intraburst spike rate in DG (solid line)
than CA3 (dashed line). (D) Cumulative log-log fit of interspike intervals (ISI) in DG and CA3 are similar in slope over three orders of magnitude (X is normalized total
counts (total count in all bins/total count = 1); small × is counts in all bins less than the current bin) n = 5 arrays merged with 173030 spikes in DG and 70324 in CA3.
(E) Log-log spikes per burst are fit well over one order of magnitude with higher spike count in DG than CA3. This panel is for one representative array. Because of
large differences in the log-log distributions of spikes per burst for each array, the combination was considerably rounded and not well fit by a line. (F) Similar slopes
for interburst intervals over two orders of magnitude in DG (n = 173030 spikes) and CA3 (n = 70324). Dotted lines indicate linear regions of log-log distributions.
Effect of Tunnel Inputs on CA3 Activity
Amplitude and Timing
Spontaneous activity in the DG networks will include
events transmitted axonally across the tunnels as well as
many events reverberating in DG independent of tunnel
transmission. Given that 84% of tunnel spikes propagate in
the direction of DG to CA3, we postulated that most tunnel
events were driven by DG and that many would drive activity
in CA3. We segregated the relative fractions of CA3 events that
occur in three categories: (a) CA3 without tunnel activity; (b)
CA3 activity which follows and presumably is driven by tunnel
activity (implying that DG is driving CA3); and (c) CA3 activity
preceding and which presumably drives tunnel activity back
toward DG. These statistics were averaged over five arrays for
networks of DG apposed to CA3 (native relationship) as well
as for control networks (DG-DG and CA3-CA3). Figure 3A
shows that when CA3 was active without detected activity in
the tunnels, which presumes little input from DG, the recorded
activity across the CA3 compartment was low in number of
events. When there was preceding tunnel activity, the CA3
compartment activity increased by a factor of seven. For
CA3-CA3, events were almost equally frequent among these
categories. In contrast, the largest category for both DG-CA3
and DG-DG was when activity in the target well was driven by
activity in the tunnels, suggesting source-activated responses
in the target. Of these tunnel-driven target events in DG-CA3
networks, we detected preceding DG source events about 45% of
the time. The 70% of CA3 events driven by tunnel events (first
black bar) was significantly higher in DG-CA3 networks than
the 20% in which CA3 events drove tunnel events (ratio 3.5)
or the 10% of CA3 events without tunnel input (Tukey-Kramer
multiple comparison, p < 0.001). One-way ANOVAs within
each of the three network configurations showed that the
proportion of events differs in DG-CA3 (p< 0.001) and DG-DG
(p< 0.001), but not in CA3-CA3, suggesting significant coupling
for DG neurons but local CA3 activity largely unaffected by
CA3 inputs through the tunnels. Together, these data suggest
that in the DG-CA3 networks, the CA3 events are being
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FIGURE 3 | CA3 is most frequently driven by tunnel activity with altered activity dynamics depending on inputs. (A) In DG-CA3, the number of CA3
events driven by tunnels was higher than other categories (ANOVA p < 0.001) as was the case for DG-DG, but not CA3-CA3. Event fractions are the event counts in
each category as a proportion of the total (N = 2782 for DG-CA3; 2280 for DG-DG; 1493 for CA3-CA3). (B–D) Post-event time histograms of spiking probability for
CA3 (or target) events driven by tunnel and DG activity (solid) compared to target events without preceding tunnel activity (dashed; log scale). Note higher and earlier
peak for CA3 when driven by tunnels than without tunnel inputs for native DG-CA3 networks. Target events were aligned at the start of each activity event. For each
array, spike count was normalized to overall spike count in the target well. Normalized spike count (spiking probability) was averaged from five arrays. Error bars
indicate ±SEM.
preferentially driven by the activity propagating through the
tunnels from DG.
To determine if the activity in CA3 was driven by inputs
propagating through the tunnels from DG or if CA3 events
were distinct from tunnel events, we constructed the mean
envelope of responses as post-event time histograms, triggered
on tunnel events. In DG-CA3 networks, if the tunnel activity
drove CA3 activity, then we predicted that the spike dynamics
of CA3 would be altered by that input. For DG-CA3 networks,
if activity in the tunnels driven by DG influenced CA3, then
the dynamics of the CA3 response would be different from
that without tunnel input. Figure 3B shows both an increase
in CA3 region peak amplitude and earlier time to peak at 20
ms for CA3 events driven by tunnel activity compared to a
lower amplitude and delayed (25 ms) peak for CA3 activity
without tunnel input from DG. Interestingly, tunnel input
from DG also extended the envelope of the CA3 response
from 50 to nearly 200 ms of the 250 ms window, suggesting
more reverberation, compared to the CA3 envelope without
tunnel input. For the control DG-DG, Figure 3C shows much
lower network-wide activity, but of longer time to reach
a peak around 40 ms and longer duration than DG-CA3
network activity. Isolated DG activity, without tunnel input
from the other DG network was negligible and barely visible in
the plot. Compared to DG-CA3 networks, CA3-CA3 networks
in Figure 3D show similar probabilities of peak activity, but
the CA3-CA3 networks were substantially lower in activity
in the 50–100 ms time window compared to the temporal
extension of activity for CA3 with inputs from DG at these times
(Figure 3B).
“First-to-Fire” Leader Neuron Sites in CA3
Next, we asked whether the initiation site of activity was
influenced by inputs through the tunnels from DG or was
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FIGURE 4 | Spatial map of first-to-fire CA3 probabilities (bubble diameters) depends on presence and timing of tunnel activity. Different leader neuron
probabilities among the 3 × 8 grid of CA3 electrodes in one DG-CA3 culture with (A) tunnels driving CA3 activity, (B) CA3 only, without tunnel activity, (C) CA3
driving tunnel activity. Tunnel side is below these depictions of activity in CA3. (D) Average spatial differences (distances) for five arrays by category. Differences:
Black = tunnels driving target compared to target driving tunnels; gray = tunnels driving vs. target without tunnel activity; white = target drives tunnels vs. without
input. Probabilities are indicated above each bar for the one-way t-test comparison to zero (no difference in pattern; n = 5).
random. Figure 4A shows an example of the distribution of
leader electrodes in one DG-CA3 network, where the diameter
of the bubble reflects the relative probability that the electrode
was first-to-fire. For this network, activity starts in row 3
(adjacent electrodes e53 or e43, i.e., column 5 or 4, row 3) in
82% of CA3 events driven by tunnels and DG events. In contrast,
when CA3 events occurred without associated tunnel activity
(Figure 4B), activity starts in either row 1 (e13) or row 2 (e22)
78% of the time. In Figure 4C, activity starts at multiple locations
when tunnel events were driven by CA3 events (23% of the events
in e31, 27% in e22, and 22% of the events in e13 or e17).
To determine how uniquely dependent the first-to-fire site
was on tunnel activity, we computed the pairwise differences
between categories (A-B, A-C or B-C) of the first-to-fire
probability for the four most active sites in each category. We
expected that a neuron in CA3 that always fired first, regardless
of whether it was driven by a tunnel or not (A vs. B) would
produce a small difference in these two high probabilities.
Further, the difference would be insignificant when averaged
over a number of arrays. Conversely, if the neuron in CA3
that fired first depended spatially on whether it was driven
by a tunnel or not (A vs. B), the difference in probability at
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FIGURE 5 | High number of tunnels active simultaneously for DG driving CA3 activity in contrast to homologous controls. (A) Robust connection of DG
through tunnels to CA3. Zero tunnels active represents CA3 or target activity without tunnel input. In homologous networks of (B) DG-DG or (C) CA3-CA3, activity is
largely independent of tunnel activity. Probabilities as a fraction of total events in target well (n = 5 networks each).
that electrode would be large. Further, the differences might
be significant when averaged over a number of arrays. Thus,
Figure 4D depicts these categorical differences in first-to-fire
probabilities and indicates whether the means are significantly
different from zero (same electrode, but different tunnel activity
category) for five arrays. The spatial distribution of leader
electrodes in CA3 (or target) events when driven by tunnel
events was different from those without associated tunnel events
(black bar, p = 0.004) or those in which CA3 events drive
tunnel activity (gray bar, p < 0.001). The third category of
events that initiated in CA3, driving tunnels vs. no tunnel
activity (white bar) was more variable and did not reach the
adjusted significance criterion for p (three comparisons)< 0.017.
For DG-DG, all three categories were separable by spatial
pattern, indicating that DG events initiate at different but
distinct locations within each culture depending on whether
the region is driven by tunnel activity, drives tunnel activity,
or is temporally isolated from the communicating tunnels,
but distance measures were about 40% lower than for DG-
CA3 categories. For CA3-CA3, inputs also altered first-to-
fire activation location. Although the patterns of activity in
the target for DG-DG and CA3-CA3 controls were separable,
the separation distance trended lower than those of DG-CA3.
Together, these results indicate that spatial patterns of activity in
CA3 (or target network) are controlled by the tunnel inputs from
DG (or source).
Dependence of CA3 Activity on Number
of Tunnel Inputs
We also assessed the fraction of the tunnel events driving CA3
events to determine whether the amount of activation from
the tunnels was indicative of the type of events occurring in
CA3. The first bar of Figure 5A indicates about 10% of the
CA3 events occur without detected tunnel input. The remaining
bars were heavily skewed toward 7 or 8 (full) tunnels actively
driving CA3 activity. When tunnel inputs from the DG network
were counted, 41% of the 6, 7 or 8 tunnel-CA3 events were
driven by DG events (data not shown). This 41% value also
indicates that the tunnels are not just sampling activity from
a DG network that is active all the time, but that specific
kinds of DG activity such as spatial or temporal patterns
activate tunnel axons and in turn activate CA3. In contrast,
Figure 5B shows that no detected tunnel input to DG from the
apposing DG network occurred 22% of the time (first bar) and
a distribution weighted toward few tunnel inputs, the opposite
of DG-CA3 networks. Of all the DG events driven by tunnel
activity, the opposing DG network drove these tunnels 39%
of the time. In CA3-CA3 networks, tunnel count was more
evenly distributed (Figure 5C) and 54% of the target well events
were driven by source events. Overall, the largest amplitude
category of CA3 activation suggests self-wiring of a nearly
simultaneous all-or-nothing group of DG inputs through the
tunnels.
Logistic Regression by Number of Tunnel
Inputs Predicts CA3 Activity
Figure 6 shows the effectiveness of the number of tunnels
to predict CA3 activity by logistic regression. The larger the
area under the curve, the better the reliability of tunnel
number in coding for CA3 activity. The diagonal represents
no predictive power. Good predictive power occurs with a
high true positive (y-axis) representing sensitivity with a low
false positive. False positive is related to the complementary
term specificity, calculated as 1-false positive rate. Logistic
regression indicated that CA3 activity is predicted by the
number of tunnel inputs from DG with 90% sensitivity (ad
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FIGURE 6 | Tunnel count predicts CA3 activity by logistic regression but not in control networks. The bar graph indicates area under the curve for each
category with the dashed line representing no predictive ability. Only the DG-CA3 bar is significantly better than chance. (n = 3 most active arrays in each
configuration).
hoc threshold) and 70% specificity (1-false positive rate).
Other classifiers of maximum spike rate, tunnel activation
order and presence or absence of tunnel activity were
nearly as good as the tunnel count curve shown for DG-
CA3 (not shown). In contrast, the 90% sensitivity level
was reached at only 50% specificity in DG-DG networks
and only 30% specificity in CA3-CA3 networks. The bar
graph indicates a significant area-under the curve for the
three most active DG-CA3 arrays (p = 0.003; one-tailed t-
test for fraction greater than 0.5) while DG-DG and CA3-
CA3 networks were not significantly different from 0.5.
Together, Figures 5, 6, indicate a predictive relationship
between tunnel count and target activity in DG-CA3, i.e., that
propagation of activity through the tunnels is highly dependent
on the native and appropriate (i.e., DG-CA3) source-target
relationship.
Distinct CA3 Spatial Patterns that Repeat
Three or More Times
To establish that activity in CA3 was not random or
unpredictable, we searched for motifs as repetitive temporal
or spatial events. We begin identification of spatial motifs by
coding each CA3 electrode as active or inactive in each event
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FIGURE 7 | Dendrogram clustering reveals distinct temporal-spatial distributions of CA3 activity for 8 tunnel inputs from DG. X-axis of event order
indicates mostly non-sequential repeat patterns. Y-axis measures distance with zero equal to identical spatial patterns in CA3. Of 73 timed patterns, six groups
repeat three or more times (boxed). The spatial distributions of these patterns are shown below on the 3 × 8 grid of CA3 electrodes.
propagating through the tunnels from DG (binary coding).
Next we sorted the variety of spontaneous activity patterns
across the 22 target well electrodes that were evoked by tunnel
activity. Random independence would predict 222 (4 × 106)
possible combinations of spatial patterns. Instead, in one 3
min recording from a single DG-CA3 culture, dendrogram
clustering showed only 42 patterns of which six motifs repeated
three or more times (Figure 7). Figure 7 also shows the
nature of these spatial motifs in CA3 with activation of a
large fraction of all the sites monitored in five of the six
patterns that repeated three or more times. The first three
patterns differ only in row 3, with 0, 2 or 1 electrode
detecting activity, respectively. The unusual response six was
associated with inhibition of a large number of recording
sites, suggesting that this electrode reported the activity of an
inhibitory neuron that shut down the rest of the network in
the well.
Spatial-Temporal Tunnel Coding of Activity
Motifs in CA3
Figure 8 shows the association of CA3 repeating motifs with
four distinct patterns of tunnel activation from DG (T0, T1,
T2, T3) from another DG-CA3 network. T0 is the case where
no tunnels are active, while the others differ only in activity
in tunnel 8: T1 has a tunnel eight event contemporaneous
with events in the other tunnels; in T2 there is no activity
in tunnel 8; and in T3, the tunnel 8 event is delayed.
Figure 8A shows the probabilities that an indicated electrode
is the first-to-fire in CA3. Figure 8B shows the individual
electrodes that are active at any time during inputs from
DG via the tunnels. The first row shows probabilities of
CA3 activity when there are no inputs from the tunnels
(T0); only three electrodes in CA3 are active in this case.
In T1, all the tunnels are simultaneously active, associated
with more activity in CA3 rows 1 and 2 and some activity
in row 3. This pattern repeated 21 times in our 3 min
recording, accounting for 13% of the observed patterns. Five
percent of the patterns were associated with 7 of the 8 tunnel
electrodes being active (T2) and lower probabilities of row
1 activation in CA3. The next most frequent pattern (T3 at
3%) was more exclusive in first activating e52 and not e82
coded by a 32 ms delay in tunnel eight activity (fourth row,
Figure 8A). With this T3 pattern of stimulus, CA3 row 1 was
again activated (Figure 8B). Together, these results indicate
discrete input coding from DG into predictable patterns of CA3
activation.
To establish the statistical significance of these motifs, we
averaged the motif count from each of five DG-CA3 networks,
compared tomotif counts if the electrode locations were shuffled.
Figure 9 shows an average 3.6 motifs repeating three or
more times detected in 3 min (1.2/min), more than twice the
frequency obtained in shuffled data (p < 0.001). Comparisons
to control DG-DG and CA3-CA3 networks revealed a lower
number of motifs that were not significant compared to shuffled
data.
InTable 1, we compare ourmotif results to other publications.
Our rate of detection is within the range reported by others
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FIGURE 8 | Spatial distribution of activity for indicated temporal patterns of activity in 8 tunnels depend on timing and pattern of tunnel events
(0 = tunnel inactive, 1 = first event (often simultaneous), 2 = second delayed event). (A) First to fire activation patterns in target CA3. Numbers are the
fraction of events that an electrode was the first to be active. (B) Extent of activation in CA3. Numbers are the fraction of time each electrode is active during the
indicated pattern of tunnel activation.
for motifs that repeat three or more times in vivo and in
vitro studies, but this rate is highly dependent on temporal
resolution. Most significantly, our studies report the involvement
of 14–17 recorded sites in five of the six patterns in our motifs
(Figure 7), much larger than the mean 2–7 units reported by
others.
DISCUSSION
The tunnel design of our engineered reconstruction of two
hippocampal subregions, namely, DG and CA3, enabled us to
monitor the self-wired connections between the sub-networks.
Previously, we showed that our 2-compartment DG-CA3
networks produced separable spike and burst dynamics, spike
direction information and biomarkers to validate that the
subregions maintained their identities (Brewer et al., 2013).
Here the result is extended to dependence of network activity
on connectivity. Highly polarized spontaneous propagation
of over 80% of the activity that proceeded in the native
direction from DG to CA3 indicates self-wiring capabilities
intrinsic to these neurons. Differences from control networks
of DG-DG and CA3-CA3 emerged when the relationships
of target CA3 activity were categorized with regard to
inputs from the apposing network through the tunnels. As
compared to no apparent driving input from DG, CA3 activity
driven by DG was greater in amplitude and extended in
time, similar to the in vivo burst time to peak in CA3
(20–40 ms) and pulse extension with five input spikes (Miles
and Wong, 1986). Also, when DG drove the activity in
CA3, the pattern of first-to-fire CA3 neurons was different
from when CA3 was without input, which, in turn, was
separable from when CA3 appeared to drive DG back
through the tunnels. A clustering algorithm was used to reveal
repeating spatial patterns of activity in the CA3 network
that were associated with temporal patterns of activation
through the tunnels from DG. Together, these results add to
evidence for coding of patterns of information as distributed
activity in the CA3, even when driven by spontaneous
activation. These significantly repeated motifs in CA3 are
shown for the first time to be activated by specifically
timed, often simultaneous inputs from our reconstructed DG
network.
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FIGURE 9 | Shuffle test for significant spatial-temporal pattern of activity in target driven by 7, 8 tunnels. Note that only the DG-CA3 network has
significantly more motifs than chance shuffling.
Leader Neurons
Leader neurons have been noted previously in dissociated
hippocampal and cortical cultures (Eytan and Marom, 2006;
Eckmann et al., 2008; Stegenga et al., 2008), but the pattern
of stimulation for the leader neuron to spontaneously initiate
a burst of network-wide activity has not been identified.
Eckmann et al. (2008) nicely quantified leader persistence
to fall off logarithmically with time (half-life of about 24 h).
They also identified a smaller preburst network activated
within the vicinity of the leader neuron, but the nature
of these inputs to trigger the leader was not identified.
Stimulation of their rat hippocampal networks generally
lowered the probability of prior spontaneous leadership.
Stegenga et al. (2008) observed stable, network-wide
spatio-temporal burst envelopes associated with first-to-
fire sites. Here, we identified specific kinds of spontaneous
inputs that alter which neurons fire first. Specifically, we
found different leader neurons in CA3 events when a
maximum number of inputs came through the tunnels
from the DG network, compared to CA3 events without
tunnel-DG inputs or back-propagation from CA3 to the
tunnels.
TABLE 1 | Motifs in the brain and cultured neuron networks.
Subject Resolution Repeats Motifs/ Shuffled Number of Motif length Method Reference
(ms) min motifs/ neurons (units) (ms)
min in motif (range)
Slice mouse primary visual 2 ≥3 7 2 Covariance Ikegaya et al. (2004)
cortex EPSC’s from 2 neurons 20 ms
-same- 1 ≥3 0.6 2 Covariance 20 ms
Ca++ transients, mouse 1000 1.8 50% Covariance 1 s
primary visual/prefrontal cortex
Mouse frontal cortex culture 10 18 1.2 3 (3–6) Joint entropy Bettencourt et al. (2007)
Rat cortical culture 21 div 1 ≥2 0.8 0.3 2 (2–13) 125 Template match Rolston et al. (2007)
-same- 1 ≥3 0.1 3 (3–6) 105 -same-
Mouse cortical culture13–15 div 2 ≥2 0.3 n/a 5 100 Template match Sun et al. (2010)
≥3 0.08 3 (2–4) 100
Rat Entorhinal-hippocampal 2 ≥2 40 5 Pairwise Matsumoto et al. (2013)
slice culture, Calcium imaging corrrelogram
4 ≥2 300 50 6 (3–15) 60 (40–280) -same-
Freely moving 6 40% 13% 7 (4–9) 143 Template or Stark et al. (2015)
mouse CA1 pairwise rank
Dissociated rat DG 32 ≥3 1.2 0.6 14–17 Template This work
connected to CA3
n/a = not available but significantly less than unshuffled data.
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Motifs
Table 1 summarizes the work of several labs to identify and
characterize the in vivo and in vitro motifs. Sporns and Kötter
(2004) were the first to define brain motifs in macaque and cat
cortex as discrete spatial patterns of connectivity significantly
different from random connections of all the nodes. They
further distinguished physically connected structural motifs from
electrically functional motifs. However, Ikegaya et al. (2004)
was the first to report timed repeating functional motifs that
they called synfire chains. Rolston et al. (2007) was the first
to show from dissociated cortical neurons in culture that
precisely timed repeated patterns are an emergent feature of
self-organizing networks and Sun et al. (2010) more precisely
characterized these motifs both temporally and spatially. More
recently, Matsumoto et al. (2013) studied calcium signals from
cultured rat hippocampal slices to find replay of repeating
patterns during sharp-wave ripples in the local field potentials.
Stark et al. (2015) extended these studies into freely moving
mouse CA1 to identify interneurons as the source of the
ripple that temporally organized spike sequences within theta
wave oscillations. Since detection of repeated activity depends
on time resolution, recording time and overall activity, we
extracted the motifs per min at a given time resolution for each
report. Importantly, these repeating patterns were either two
or three times what could be expected by chance shuffling for
that level of activity and length of motif. Our results of 1.2
motifs/min for ≥3 repeats and double the chance probability
is in line with Ikegaya et al. (2004) for calcium transients,
but less motifs than Ikegaya et al. (2004) for EPSC’s in
mouse slice, Bettencourt et al. (2007) for joint entropy and
Matsumoto et al. (2013) by pairwise correlation. Notably, our
rate of observation of spatial-temporal motifs for three repeats
exceeds those of Rolston et al. (2007) and Sun et al. (2010),
possibly because we focused on the highly recurrent connections
in CA3 that were specifically activated by DG through the
tunnels. Our results of 14–17 units in each motif (Figure 7)
far exceeds those reported by others, possibly for the same
reasons.
Limitations of Our Reconstructed
Networks
Neurons removed from their native brain inputs and anatomical
subregions might homogenize in a common culture medium.
Our findings here of highly polarized transmission in the
native DG-CA3 direction and differences in burst dynamics
suggest intrinsic self-wiring capacity. Our previous studies of
these same networks indicated maintenance of enrichment
of gene expression for hippocampal subregions as well as
subregional differences in inhibitory neuron and astroglial
composition (Brewer et al., 2013). Obviously, we have destroyed
the uniquely lamellar organization of the hippocampal
subregions and removed them from their native inputs.
Our native 3:1 ratio of DG to CA3 neurons is certain to
affect channel spike rates compared to a 1:1 or other ratios,
but the log-log distribution of ISI were not different in
slope between DG and CA3. It seems less likely that the
ratio would affect other emergent properties such as tunnel
activity patterns with inputs from DG that can specify CA3
firing patterns. Nevertheless, our studies suggest a self-
wiring capacity intrinsic to the DG and CA3 subregions
that can produce inter-regional connectivity, first-to-fire
properties and even some measures of repeated activity
patterns. Roxin et al. (2008) elegantly demonstrate that spatial-
temporal motifs can be modeled by Poisson statistics to
approximate the motifs reported by Ikegaya et al. (2004).
We agree that motifs emerge by chance from large data sets
and high rates of activity, but purport that significant motif
counts above those found by shuffling the data and their
dependence on input patterns decrease the likelihood of a chance
finding.
CONCLUSION
This reconstruction of two hippocampal subregions with
spontaneous inter-regional communication demonstrates
the utility of robust monitoring through our engineered
tunnels aligned to electrodes. The high signal to noise
ratio in these tunnels enables detection of spikes from
multiple axons (Pan et al., 2014). This arrangement enabled
detection of spontaneous input-dependent repeatable coding
of distributed activity in CA3 networks driven by the
engineered inputs from DG networks that we failed to
detect without knowledge of which source events were the
driving stimuli for the target. The spontaneous functional
configurations at measured times of activation (motifs)
emerged from anatomically accurate feed-forward connections.
Future work will reveal additional insights about repeating
spatial-temporal motifs from stimulation and similar
analysis of other hippocampal subregion pairs, CA3-CA1,
CA1-EC and EC-DG. Our approach should be useful for
monitoring development and altered plasticity in cultured
networks.
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